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Editorial
It’s time for the third issue of Online.
For some it’s been a hot and dry summer.
People started to travel, and it was
lovely to assist people when they sought
advice about doing so. For some it is the
first time they are travelling with artificial
nutrition, while others are resuming their plans
following the pandemic. Either way, travelling takes
a lot of planning.
Our Home Artificial Nutrition Awareness Week in August was
another successful event. You can read more about this within
this edition of Online. Thanks to everyone who took part.
PINNT’s annual general meeting will be held virtually on
14th October 2022; you will have had information from
Steve, our General Secretary: sbrown@pinnt.com.
As we move into autumn, we realise some people have
growing concerns about the impact of energy price increases
and how people will manage. If you have concerns, please let
someone know so you can get advice and support. The initial
financial support has been announced, this will possibly help
some people, but we know others may still struggle. Due to
current circumstances, no new information is available.
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Gary Taylor and Martine Hartley

Tracy Hill Patient Champion Award
Following a recent focus group with some PINNT members and
BAPEN, we realised that it was time to refresh members as to
who BAPEN is and what BAPEN do.
Good morning and thank you for joining us as we announce the winner of
the first Tracy Hill Patient Champion Award. This award is in memory of our
fellow executive committee member Tracy Hill, who sadly passed away earlier
this year. As the general secretary for PINNT, I presided over the award with an
independent judging panel of healthcare professionals, PINNT officers, carers
and family members.
We received a high calibre of nominations, and I want to take this opportunity
to thank everyone who took the time to complete this. Everyone who was
nominated is a very worthy winner. The judging panel reviewed and scored
all the nominations independently and the results were collated to reveal the
winner. Due to the high standard of entries, the family requested we award two
Certificates of Recognition in addition the winner.

Kimberly Pett and Carolyn Wheatley, The Tracy Hill Patient Champion Award winners 2022

The first Certificate of Recognition
is awarded to Angela Cole, former
Lead Clinical Nurse Specialist for
Children with Intestinal Failure at
the Royal London Hospital, and
now Lead Nutrition Nurse, Mid and
South Essex NHS Foundation Trust.
Angela produced the PINNT transition
documents, using her ability to
encourage people to live a full and
active life with the right support.
The second Certificate of Recognition
is awarded to Martine Hartley, a
regional nurse manager for Nutricia
Homeward, who went above and
beyond to support Gary Taylor in his
endeavours with his challenges to
raise awareness of enteral nutrition.
Now for the award. The winner of The
Tracy Hill Patient Champion award
goes to Kimberley Pett. Kim is a full
member of PINNT, herself on artificial
nutrition. Who, despite personal
challenges dedicated hours of her
personal time to collate and compile
a resource for individuals on home
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PINNT launch a new Award - continued

enteral feeding. The project took much longer than expected, but Kim never
gave up and we were proud to finally see this published earlier this year. She is a
true patient champion and Lisa will be accepting the award on Kimberly’s behalf.
Before we close, I would like to announce that there are in fact two winners of
the award, and it gives me great pleasure to announce that the second Tracy Hill
Champion Award is awarded to Carolyn Wheatley.
Carolyn is chair of PINNT and was nominated for multiple reason. I do not have
time to go through them all with you, but I want to summarise by emphasising
the 35 years of sheer dedication to PINNT and the champion of the health and
wellbeing of all of those on home artificial nutrition. Her nomination outlined
how she became a long-time friend, guiding and supporting him as he adjusted
to life on home artificial nutrition and was there for him throughout his journey
and is a constant friend to this day.
Steve thanked Tracy’s daughter Lisa and husband David for joining PINNT to
announce the worthy winners. Tracy will always be a part of PINNT, and we look
forward to announcing next year’s award process in the coming months.
You can view the video via this link: https://fb.watch/fwpwPoeCyR/
Three photos of the other winners with their award will be
included in the next edition of Online.

Angela Cole, recipients of The Tracy Hill Patient
Champion Certificate of Recognition 2022

35th Anniversary and HAN
Week 2022 members’ raffle
As part of HAN Week 2022, PINNT held a special raffle. Every member, as of 31st July 2022, was automatically
allocated a number for the raffle, and therefore given a chance to win one of 11 prizes:
Top prize – A portrait by Richard Everett UK Artist from Yorkshire
10 Runner’s up – £50 Amazon gift voucher
Members were offered the opportunity to purchase additional numbers. Many
thanks to those who supported PINNT.
The draw took place on
6th August 2022 and the
winners were contacted.
The following people
have been sent their £50
Amazon gift voucher
– congratulations.

George Woods
Richard Taylor
Charlotte Wright
Karen Grinnell
Victoria Davies
Joanne Morrison
Lynne Donaghy

As you can see, there are three
£50 Amazon gift vouchers yet
to be claimed, as well as the
1st prize – check your emails!
It could be you!

All prizes must be claimed by
Monday 31st October 2022. Please
contact Steve on sbrown@pinnt.com,
or telephone him on 07500 871547,
or contact us via PINNT’s central
number: 020 2004 1693.

Clarification and correction
Apologies to Nutricia and Nutrinovo for the misplacement of corporate logos in the June edition of Online.
We are delighted to introduce them both again to members. You can read these on page 7.
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HAN week Outstanding
Achievement Award

Congratulations to Tracey Lord who
has been awarded the HAN Week
Outstanding Achievement Award for
HAN Week 2022.
Tracey works for Hinckley & Rugby
Building Society, and they reported the
following on their social media page:
“This week, our head office is lit up
in green for HAN (Home Artificial
Nutrition) Awareness week – a week
dedicated to raising awareness about
essential nutritional treatments
received by people living in the
community.
“One of our colleagues, Deeds
Management Assistant Tracey Lord,
receives artificial nutritional treatment
herself. Tracey said ‘I feel that people
need to be aware of this, because

there is little known about this
subject. I was not aware what was
involved before I had my diagnosis.
Within Leicestershire, there are over
800 people that are tube fed, which
is surprising and is an eye-opening
experience into this new way of life
for me.”
Tracey was delighted to report that
they were 100% behind her plan
to raise awareness. In addition to
the building being lit green, they
supported two communications Tracey
sent out to share the following:
1.	An introduction to what HAN
Week is about, with a brief
history of PINNT.
2.	A story about herself and her
artificial nutrition.

Tracey had great responses and was
pleased to take questions on how her
PEG feeding worked as well as other
questions. She received some lovely
comments and feedback during her
awareness activities. Tracey says,
“I’m so glad I did it, it took a lot for
me to reveal this to my colleagues,
but I took a deep breath and just
cracked on with it.”

PINNT’s private Facebook group
or those of you who are new to PINNT, we run a private Facebook
Page for full PINNT members and their family or carers (please note
you must be a full or associate member to join). It is a good place to share
your thoughts on living with HAN or ask questions of other members.
Please note:
•	This page is not for healthcare professionals or industry members.
•	You cannot invite people to join the group. Individual PINNT members
must submit a personal request.
•	The rules of the group are there to support everyone.
If you would like to know more about joining please
email: comms@pinnt.com or visit the page below:

www.facebook.com/groups/pinntclosedmembers

PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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PINNT
HAN WEEK NEWS

This year we saw Gary Taylor take on the challenge of running Hadrian’s Wall. It is 70 gruelling miles over difficult terrain
and must be completed in 24 hours. The race is split up into 6 sections.
Start – Lanercost (15 miles)

The Sill – Hexham (14 miles)

Left this point – 9.50 am
Section time – 2 hours 50 minutes

Left this point – 9.00 pm
Section time – 4 hours 50 minutes

Gary’s comment –
“My feet are so sore I have
been walking on ice cubes.
I’ve had to put some more
padding in my trainers
and in my bag straps. I am
feeling better in myself, but
my legs are giving up now.”

Lanercost – Walltown (9 miles)

Hexham – Finish (9 miles)

Left this point –1.30 pm
Section time – 3 hours 40 minutes

Left this point – 3.50 am
Section time – 2 hours 50 minutes

Gary’s comment –
“My ankle has got worse
and now my bag is hurting
my shoulder. I’m not letting
it stop me.”

Walltown Quarry – The Sill (6 miles)
Left this point – 4.10 pm
Section time – 2 hours 40 minutes
Gary’s comment –
“I am feeling very unwell.
I don’t think I am getting
enough food in me. The plan
is to take a longer break here
and refuel. My ankle and
shoulder are really hurting
now. I just need to rest.”

Reported by Colette Taylor
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Gary’s comment –
“Everything is hurting and
I just want to give up now.
I have had to walk the last
14 miles. There are people
dropping out now, and I can
understand why, but giving
up is just not me.”

Facts and information
Completed – 23 hours
People started – 799
People finished – 696
Winner’s Tme – 8 hours and
37 minutes (New race record)
Gary’s comment –
“This race was the hardest that I have ever done. I
didn’t get the time I wanted so I will be going back
in 2024 to try again.”

PINNT partner corporate members
We continue to introduce our corporate members to you.

Nutricia is the largest specialist medical nutrition feed and service provider in Europe,
and market leader in the UK.

the overall category of Best Private
Healthcare provider both years.

Nutricia Homeward is the service which supports home tube-fed patients across
the UK, launched in 1997 we are delighted to be celebrating our silver jubilee this
year. The service includes a dedicated team of over 160 Nutricia Homeward nurses
who specialise in enteral nutrition (tube feeding) they support patients, families,
carers and healthcare professionals. Patients and families might first meet a Nutricia
Homeward nurse when in hospital and preparing to go home for the first time with
a feeding tube. The support our nurses offer them continues at home with further
education, clinical procedures and advice to keep patients tube feeding safely at
home.

Earlier this year Nutricia was awarded B
Corp certification. B Corps are missiondriven businesses who operate as a
force for good. They consider their
employees, customers, communities,
suppliers and the environment in all their
business decisions. B Corp certification
is independently assessed and requires
regular recertification, which encourages
continuous improvement.

Nutricia Homeward also has a team of patient coordinators who arrange monthly
deliveries of medical nutrition and equipment and a telephone helpline available to
provide support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
In 2019 we launched a Nutricia Homeward App which enables Nutricia Homeward
Nurses and healthcare professionals to have video calls with patients, providing
speedy answers to any queries along with reducing travel, which has a positive
impact on the environment.
In both 2020 and 2021 we were recognised by The Patient Experience Network
as providing an award-winning service to patients and their families by winning

We are delighted to be able to support PINNT and we know how
important the work of the group is to its members. PINNT has very
kindly given us the opportunity to tell you a little about what we do.
We hope you find the following interesting and helpful. Nutrinovo is an
independent clinical nutrition company with one aim at its core – to make
simple, innovative products that make a difference to patients’ lives.
Our growing range includes a number of products that do just this, and
are increasingly used by patients who rely on enteral nutrition:

•	ProSource TF and ProSource TF Plant are water-thin liquid protein
supplements that enable patients to easily increase their protein intake
without increasing their carbohydrate intake. Usually given alongside
an enteral feed, each product provides either 11g or 15g of very highquality protein in a small 45ml sachet, meaning that they can be used
without worrying about volume.

•	HyFIBER is a water-thin, liquid fibre supplement that provides 12g
soluble fibre in each 30ml sachet. As with our ProSource TF products,
it can be used alongside an enteral feed and allows for easy tailoring
of a patient’s fibre intake without the restrictions often associated with
fibre-containing feeds.

We currently provide a service for more
than 30,000 home tube-fed patients
across the UK and are dedicated to
making a difference to the lives of
people who enterally tube feed at
home, their families and carers.
We aim to adapt our services to
the needs of each individual and to
continually improve and innovate.

Ground-breaking new product launched: As
a result of direct patient and health professional
requests, we have recently launched a new product
– a world first – designed to make it even easier to
meet protein needs during enteral feeding.
New ProSource TF ENFit provides all the benefits
of ProSource TF in a unique ENFit compatible
pouch. This means that patients can receive 20g
protein via one simple, safe connection, direct
to their enteral feeding tube – no ancillaries, no
decanting, no syringes – just connect and squeeze.
Of course, having great products is no use without
the support of a great service. We pride ourselves
on being able to provide the health professionals
and patients who use
our products with a comprehensive array of
support. From practical patient videos to an
unrivalled 48-hour sample service, or from patient
information leaflets to an opinion-leader led
podcast education series, we have it covered.
PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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HAN Week 2022
This year our awareness week was very much about people on home
artificial sharing their stories; by doing this they brought greater
awareness to people who usually cannot appreciate hidden illnesses
and the way nutrition is given and received. Tubes, catheters, pumps
and syringes – all supplying essential nutrition to those of us who are
challenged by not being able to eat and drink normally.
As part of PINNT’s amazing network we encouraged our professional
members and friends to share their vital role within the field of
artificial nutrition. We reply heavily on healthcare professionals and
industry to complete the triangle of support we need to ensure
homecare works well. Granted, we know it doesn’t always go to plan,
it’s a complex process that supports people at home to allow them to
receive treatment at home. This in turn plays a part in giving people
the ability to live their lives, given it’s often with the constraints of
illness and treatments, people have an opportunity to make decisions
about their own life, or for their children and loved one.
We were overwhelmed to see so many #thisisme #thisisus posters
shared on social platforms. Within our own group we united to read
and appreciate the many different stories that were shared. What
was immediately apparent was the compassion and encouragement
members give to each other. Appreciation and empathy of each
experience builds a bond between members.
We are delighted to share the featured member stories, first shared
during HAN Week 2022. Each unique and inspiring, we are always
grateful to those who are prepared to share their story to raise
awareness, as well as it being an opportunity for fellow members to
relate to their experiences.
8
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Tom shared his story: The gift of life: Hello
I’m Tom. It was 18 November 1988 when
my story began – I was rushed to hospital by
ambulance and, following extensive testing and
examination, my parents were told to prepare for
the worst. They started the day as parents of two
healthy, happy, young children: myself, Tom, two
and a half years old, and my big sister, Gemma,
three years my senior. There was a very real risk
that, by the end of the week, my parents could
be left with one child.
I don’t remember this time, as I was only two
and a half, but I am told that my condition was
so severe that TPN, although very much in its
infancy, was the only option left. One doctor
took a risk when others considered it not
worthwhile, and removed almost all my small
bowel due to the presence of mesenteric cysts
cutting off the blood supply, effectively rendering
my small intestine dead.

HAN Week 2022 - continued

After months in hospital, and my mom pretty much moving into the Children’s
Hospital in Birmingham, it was anything but plain sailing, but looking back now
it was most definitely worth the effort.
Thirty-three years later, I consider myself one of the first guinea pigs for TPN
and think how grateful I am that the surgeon took a risk when others weren’t
prepared to. He has since attended my wedding (as a guest of honour, in my
eyes at least) and I send him annual updates on how I am progressing with life
and to show my gratitude for what he did and how I will be forever in his debt.
Growing up, Mom and Dad never had a night off together because they were
responsible for administering my TPN. They made a constant effort (as I do to
this day) to not let my condition hold me back from anything I wanted to do.
We would go on an annual camping trip to Guernsey (Dad driving the car and
everyone else flying, as I had so much equipment to take), and school trips to
France and Devon where Mom or Dad would come along as an extra member
of staff to administer my TPN every night – weird for the other kids but all fairly
normal for me.
As I have aged, I have gone on to live a very
normal life (if there is such a thing), but with a
very unique view on the world – I fully appreciate
I am one of the lucky ones to still be here today
and, if you are aware that you are only alive due
to TPN and the actions of one surgeon, you tend
to appreciate things a lot more and try not to
worry about the smaller things in life (although
sometimes this is easier said than done).
I now have a family of my own, with a loving
wife and a young son, Freddie, as well as
expecting the imminent arrival of our second
child any day now – by the time you read this he/
she should have arrived.
I have travelled the world with TPN and done things that I wouldn’t have considered imaginable if someone would have
told me twenty years ago. I have snorkelled the Great Barrier Reef, cage dived with sharks in South Africa and been to Las
Vegas more times than I care (or want) to remember – I write this not through hubris but more to illustrate that if I can
do it as a human guinea pig, dependant on TPN to sustain life for the past thirty-three years, so can anyone else who is
considering their first adventure or moving away from home for the first time.
I genuinely cannot wait to see what the next ten years of life has in store – if the last ten are anything to go by it’s going
be one hell of a ride, but this time I will do it alongside a loving wife, an adorable son, an imminent baby and a crazy
springer spaniel.

Sorcha shared her story: You can view her video via the following link
https://youtu.be/4eTHtLMqNyc

PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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HAN Week 2022 - continued

Nico shared his story with help from his mum: Hi, my name is Nico.
I am five years old. I was born with a rare muscle condition called Titinopathy
which means I have overall low muscle tone. This has also affected my
swallowing, so I have been tube fed since birth. Tube feeding has been my
lifeline and I wouldn’t have been here without it. It has saved my life as I silent
aspirate and am unable to eat food by mouth. So tube feeding is the only way
to get nutrients in me and keep me strong. My parents look after me and help
me with my feeding. When I was young, I had a tube that went into my mouth
and the nurse would feed me with a small syringe. Then this was changed to
a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG), which is a small device on my
belly, when I was just 1.5 months old as the doctor believed that my swallowing
difficulty would be long-term. I now have a feeding button on my belly called
a MIC-key™ button. I have been tube fed all my life and wouldn’t trade it for
anything else. I have recently been diagnosed with type 1 diabetes too. My
blood glucose often goes low several times a day and my parents can give me
hypoglycaemia treatment via my feeding tube.
One of the cons of being tube fed is that I sometimes feel very cautious of the
feeding button on my body. I do feel different to other children, and prefer
not to let anyone else see it. I am happy to be fed outside when I am out and
about with my parents, but I prefer to be fed in a separate room at school for
more privacy while my teacher does an activity with me. I am quite lucky that I
don’t have any issues with my button. I know that many other children do have
granulation, the extra tissue that grows around the stoma site. I am lucky that I
don’t have that, perhaps partly because I also use the button pad, which helps
absorb any extra liquid that comes out of the stoma site. I can enjoy activities
like other children, but I just need to be a bit more careful that my tummy area
doesn’t bump into things so that I don’t accidently get my button caught up
with something else.
One thing that I dislike about being tube fed is that I can’t really eat like other
children, and I do feel a bit left out at birthday parties as I am surrounded by
my friends enjoying their food. However, my parents will try to make me feel
included by letting me lick their food for taste. I do feel awkward sometimes
when going to a restaurant with my parents, as the waitress always brings a
kids menu and my parents always have to say no to them. I think sometimes the
waitress must be wondering why my parents do not let me eat, but I will get fed
through my pump while my parents have their meals. I enjoy being at the dining
table with them, and sometimes I would just say no thank you to the waitress
when she brings the kids menu to us. I do get stared at sometimes when I am
being fed outside. I think most people are just curious. My parents don’t mind
if anyone approaches us to ask about my tube or my feeding machine, but
sometimes I wish those people wouldn’t stare.
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One other thing that I dislike about
my button is the fact that it needs
to be changed every twelve weeks.
My nurse comes to my house to
do this for us. I am always anxious
about the button change and wish
I didn’t have to have it done, but I
also look forward to it, as my nurse
will come to play with me. Having
type 1 diabetes does make things a
little complicated with tube feeding
because my prescribed milk releases
energy and glucose differently than
normal food. So it is a bit tricky to get
my blood glucose within range, even
with an insulin injection. As I can’t
just have a sweet to bring my blood
glucose up quickly, hypoglycaemia
treatment for me would be different
to that of a typical kid with type 1
diabetes. I would rely on liquid-based
treatment only.
Being out and about for a long
period of time means that my parents
have a lot of bags to carry to make
sure I have all my feeding equipment
and feed with us. Going on holiday
for a few days is like moving house
as there is a lot of feeding equipment
that I need for each feed. When
going away, my parents need to
make sure that they pack extra milk
as, if we were to be delayed, my
prescribed milk is the only choice of
meal for me and it could be difficult
to source elsewhere.
Although there are so many cons
of having a feeding button, there
are also a lot of pros too. Having a
feeding button and needing tube
feeding doesn’t mean I am restricted

HAN Week 2022 - continued

in doing things. It just means that my parents
need to plan things in advance to make sure that
my feeding is on time and can be adjusted to
suit the activity that I am doing. My feeding time
can be more flexible, as the feeding amount and
speed can be adjusted to fit activities in the day.
Although I am tube fed, there are many different
ways that I can get nutrition into me. For liquid,
like water, my parents usually bolus feed me,
which means they just hold the syringe up and
let gravity do the work. For milk, I can either be
bolus fed or fed via pump. The pump feeding is
actually convenient because it means I can do
other activities while being hooked to the pump.
I usually either sit on my highchair and play
games or watch things on my iPad. It also means
that I can be fed at night while I am sleeping
too. This means I don’t need to get up too early

for breakfast before school, as my mum would do the feed while
I am sleeping. When I am unwell, my parents appreciate the tube
feeding because it means that they can give me medication when
needed, without me refusing to take it. Being tube fed doesn’t mean
that I can’t enjoy normal food. My mum actually blends homemade
food for me and feeds me through the tube. I can enjoy yummy and
healthy food like other children. Having a feeding button doesn’t
mean that I cannot be fashionable. My mum always buys me a cute
button pad to put around my button. Every day at school, my teacher
will look forward to seeing what button pad I have on.
All I want to say to other people who are new to tube feeding is don’t
be scared. Once you get into the routine, things will get easier. And I
would like to send messages to everyone that there is more than one
way of eating. Being tube fed doesn’t mean I am different. I am just
eating in a different way to others. If you see someone like me being
hooked to a feeding pump or tube with syringes, don’t be scared. We
are not sick. We are just enjoying our meals like you are.

Natalie shared her story: I’m Natalie and my journey
with artificial nutrition began way back in 2007 when, at
the age of 25, tests showed I had Ulcerative Colitis (UC). I
had just given birth to my second child, meaning I had two
kids under the age of 2. I assumed I would just be able to
take a couple of tablets and be fine, but within 18 months
my UC had got so bad I was hospitalised. Whilst in hospital
my large bowel perforated and I had emergency surgery to
remove it, saving my life.
I adjusted to life with a stoma, but it was hard, and I initially
suffered with severe depression. My stoma used to block
frequently and I needed a couple of revision surgeries,
but even after those I was still having problems. I was also
suffering with UC in the rectal stump and having repeated
hospital admissions to try and control the flare ups. In 2012
things got so bad that my surgeon suggested I have my
stoma reversed. I was referred to St Marks hospital and, in
2013, had the first operation to form a J-pouch out of my
small intestine, followed by a second surgery in 2014 to
take down the stoma and ‘join me back up’.
But again, things didn’t go to plan. There were
complications during the first surgery and my bowel didn’t
wake up properly after the second. As a result, a ten day

stay in hospital turned into ten months! During this time
it became clear that my bowel wasn’t working properly at
all. It was no longer absorbing fluids, so I was constantly
dehydrated, my electrolytes were all off kilter, I was losing
weight and I was really poorly.
It was during this admission in 2014 that I had my first
Hickman line and was started on TPN. Once I was stabilised
and able to eat, I was moved off TPN onto IV fluids and
discharged, having 2 litres of fluids a night, 7 nights a
week. Sadly, as the years went on my health deteriorated
further and I had to give up my job as a HR manager. We
even had to move 150 miles from Hertfordshire back to
Nottingham to be closer to family, as we were struggling to
cope with 2 young children and the challenges my illness
presented.
At the end of 2019 I started feeling really rubbish. I
couldn’t eat without being in absolute agony and I was
constantly tired. Some days I would sleep for 22 hours!
When the world shut down with Covid in 2020 I didn’t
even notice, as I was spending all day, every day in bed. I
was too frightened to seek medical help as I didn’t want
to be admitted to hospital during the pandemic, but I had
no choice when I got an infection in my Hickman line.
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HAN Week 2022 - continued

Over the last 8 years I’ve had multiple line infections and
I’m currently on line number 15! Having sepsis is incredibly
scary. Sometimes it feels like I’m living with a ticking time
bomb in my chest – I can’t live without my line, but worry
that one day it will end up killing me!
In 2020 I also suffered my first bowel obstruction and
narrowly avoided surgery. While I was in hospital I needed
to have a blood transfusion, as I had become very anaemic.
They started me on TPN again, having become extremely
malnourished from living on little more than a packet of
Quavers a day for months on end. In the last 2 years I’ve
had multiple bowel obstructions and been diagnosed
with Crohn’s disease. Last year, my consultant advised me
to stop eating as it was causing me so much pain and
making the obstructions worse, so TPN has now become
a permanent fixture in my life. I know some people are
reluctant to go onto TPN, but for me it’s been a relief to
finally get proper nutrition into my body, which in turn has
made me healthier and stronger.
But nobody prepares you for the emotional side effects of
TPN and not eating. I soon realised that almost every social
event involves food and drink: parties, BBQs, birthdays,
Christmas, mums’ nights out, picnics… the list is endless.
I know that some people avoid these situations, but that
wouldn’t work for me. I’ve spent so much time in hospital
feeling isolated from everyone that when I’m home I want
to join in with everything. As a result I’ve found that I
do a lot of the cooking at home as it gives me a way to
experience food without eating it. I still sit down at the
table at dinner time as it’s one of the rare times we are all

together as a family and it’s an opportunity for me to talk
with my now teenage children.
One thing I really missed doing as a result of having a
Hickman line was swimming. But I’ve recently discovered
Cath-dry line dressings, specially designed for Hickman
lines. When I go on holiday to Cornwall later this month I
will be able to go swimming with my kids for the first time
in 8 years.
This journey has been tough and it’s far from over. I’ve
recently started on Adalimumab (Humira) to try and control
my Crohn’s disease and I’m on the waiting list for further
surgery. I’ve found writing about my experiences in my
blog, More Than Just a Bag Lady, to be helpful. It helps
me process what I’m experiencing and allows friends and
family to keep up to date with what’s happening without
me having to go over it with each of them. This in turn has
helped to protect my mental health, which has been as up
and down as my physical health.
Living with inflammatory bowel disease and being on TPN
7 nights a week has certainly presented some challenges,
and I have spent a lot of time being angry at how my life
turned out. It wasn’t meant to be like this, and I often used
to wonder ‘why me?’ Now, though, I realise that everyone
has challenges to deal with, and instead I try to think ‘why
not me?’ Changing the way I think about things has really
helped me to accept my illness. I still have days where
I’m so poorly I can’t get out of bed, but on my good days
I’m determined to live life to the full and say yes to any
opportunities that come my way!

Emma shared her story: Hello, I’m Emma and I’ve been on
parenteral nutrition (PN) since January of this year. During the
previous six months I was going to the hospital daily for IV Infusions
of phosphate, magnesium, saline etc through my PICC line.
In January, my team and I decided I needed to go on full parenteral
nutrition. I was admitted into hospital so my PICC line could
be replaced with a tunnelled line (also sometimes known as a
Hickman line).
Eventually I was assigned BBraun as my homecare company. They
provide all the equipment, medication and feed and the best bit is I
can do it all at home.
A couple of months later my husband and I were invited to a wedding
in Northamptonshire in at the beginning of June 2022. We live in
Norwich so we decided we would stay over for the wedding and
make a little holiday out of the extra days.
I hadn’t been away before with all my PN equipment, so we decided
to have a trial run – staying at my in-laws in Lowestoft. We knew if
there was a problem, or if I had forgotten something, we could go
back home easily enough.
We bought a camping/travel fridge which holds a lot of the PN bags.
The fridge was kept running in the car by plugging into the cigarette
lighter, and once at the house it plugged into the mains power. The
fridge had its own LED temperature display and controls, so this could
be set to keep in range, and we also had the thermometer that was
provided by BBraun to use as well. The trial run went well. We were
all set for the wedding and looking forward to it.
12
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HAN Week 2022 - continued

The good news is nothing went
wrong! We had the fridge plugged
into the car cigarette lighter whilst
traveling home, and when we stopped
at Shepreth we ran the fridge off the
battery power block. It was a hot day,
but the fridge kept its temperature the
whole time we were going around the
wildlife park.

The month of June came, for our time away we got a medical cool box from
BBraun to transport the PN in for travelling to the Airbnb we were staying
at. We wanted to transport it safely, if we wanted to stop or take a break
while travelling we knew the temperature was stable in the cold-chain boxes.
We didn’t want to worry the fridge temperature rising above the correct
temperature due to having the car engine turned off and not powering the
travel fridge.
We soon realised however the one cool box that was provided wouldn’t hold all
the PN we needed to take. So we decided to get a rechargeable battery power
block to plug into the fridge while the engine was off. As we are keen to start
travelling we are determined to ensure we do it safely and find out own way
to make it possible when transporting compounded PN. We had lots of advice
which help us find what worked for us.
We arrived at our Airbnb without any problems and the wedding was great. We
were so pleased we had made the journey and hope it’s the first of many. On
the last day (our travel home day) we decided to go to Shepreth Wildlife Park on
the way home. Due to worrying about the PN in the fridge again (buffer/spare
bags) I decided I would run one bag of PN during the day instead of night. This
meant there would only be one bag in the fridge if something went wrong and
we had to discard it

Overall, a good travel experience,
even if it did look like I was moving
into the Airbnb with all my equipment
and luggage!
Anyone considering travelling with
their PN should seriously consider it.
Take it at your own pace, start locally
to gain confidence if you wish, then
go further afield. For me the practice
run allowed me to think about what
I needed to take, what to take in
case I had a problem, but the main
thing is having PN should not stop
anyone enjoying travel especially if it
means attending special occasions and
making special memories.

Annabel shares her story: Hello, I’m
Annabel. It was 1990 when PINNT, then in
its third year, came into my life. Suffering
malrotation and volvulus at birth, I was left with
6cm of small bowel at 3 days old. Safe to say
those early months were very touch-and-go but,
remarkably, I went home 9 months later in July
1991, TPN pump in tow.
My sisters, then 5 and 7, were delighted to have
their baby sister home at last and I benefitted
thoroughly from being the youngest sibling,
down to the simple fact I copied their every
move! To this day, my parents and I attribute my
never-ending appetite and love of food to the
family mealtimes we shared every day.
When I first came home, I was on TPN for 12
hours a day, 6 days a week. The equipment
back then was somewhat larger than it is today
and my bedroom seemed to resemble a private
hospital ward. I was fed by TPN for 3 years, but
apart from rarely eating breakfast and having
PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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HAN Week 2022 - continued

incredibly shallow baths, I don’t remember much of that
time. Fortunately for my parents, I was transitioned off TPN
just as I learned how to set the alarm off on the pump in a
nightly bid for extra attention…
From the moment I started school, age 5, I promptly
decided using the shared toilets was too embarrassing
and, for the rest of my school life, managed to avoid ever
having to (much to my parents’ surprise, who knew only
too well just how frequently I opened my bowels!). At
18, I went to Durham University to study Biology before
navigating the workplace in various roles in academic
publishing in London.

All that’s left to say is, thank you. Thank you to Great
Ormond Street Hospital for saving my life, thank you to
University College Hospital for supporting me through
adulthood, and thank you to PINNT for giving my parents
the support they needed to navigate a seriously ill child
living on TPN. I’m honoured to have been there from
(nearly!) the start.

In my mid-20s I moved to Germany, where I lived and
worked for 3 years, something I’m sure my parents never
imagined would be possible all those years ago. While
there, I fell in love with cycling and quickly started covering
50–100km rides on a regular basis, much to the shock of
everyone (including myself) who knew me as decidedly not
‘sporty’. I moved back to the UK in 2018 and went on a
couple of bike trips round Scotland and France before the
pandemic hit.
Now at 31, I live in Cambridgeshire with my boyfriend
and our dog, Stanley. Cooking (and eating!) remains my
greatest hobby and if I’m not in the kitchen, you’ll most
likely find me outside walking, running, or cycling. Of
course, life is not without its small complications – bacterial
overgrowth, kidney stones and gall stones have all come
along for the ride – but for the most part, I am well and live
a normal life.
Being on TPN, having a small bowel, a scar, stints in
hospital, they are all things I wear with pride. To my
friends, I’m lucky – I get to eat as much as I want. But to
me, it serves as a daily reminder that I’ve overcome far
worse and am lucky to not only be alive, but to be strong
and independent.

Russell shares her story: Hi, I’m Russell
and I am 58 years old, living on the west coast
of Scotland with my wife and 2 Sproodles
(Springer Spaniel/Poodle Crosses). I have three
grown-up children, 1 girl and 2 boys, and have
recently welcomed my first grandchild, a girl,
into the family.
I was diagnosed with Ulcerative Colitis at the
age of 40, which wasn’t quite as big a shock as
it could have been, as at the time I was working
as a Cancer Planning Manager for a Health
Board in Scotland, and when the UC symptoms
started I thought I had colorectal cancer (even
though I knew I was statistically too young).
Unlike many people experiencing these types of
symptoms, I didn’t ignore them, instead I sought
medical advice. Diagnosed eventually with UC,
I failed to respond to medical treatment and
was soon referred for surgery. I had numerous
operations over the next couple of years,
including the formation of a permanent ileostomy.
14
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Around about this time I also had another major shake-up in my life;
whilst in hospital I was made redundant. I needed a new job and,
fortunately, a family member was setting up a medical device company,
so I started out, on an ad-hoc basis, assisting with quality and
regulatory matters, which eventually became a full-time requirement.
Time passed happily along, and my wife and I travelled the world
(Canada, Alaska, South Africa, Australia) now the kids were grown up.
Any medical complications I had were generally minor and I usually
coped without hospital admission.
In the summer of 2019, however, I was admitted to hospital with an
obstruction that proved worse than normal, and the surgeons decided
to operate. Unfortunately, it went wrong, the anastomosis they
created following a further resection of small intestine broke down
and I got sepsis. Another operation ensued, followed by time in the
High Dependency Unit. My general health declined further, and my
wound broke down with the development of fistulae.
Following another obstruction a couple of months later, I was referred
to the Specialist Nutrition Team at Glasgow Royal Infirmary. This
team provides a holistic approach to patient care for those of us with
nutrition issues. They have their own specialist surgeons, nutrition
nurses, pharmacists and dieticians, and direct access to other specialist
services, such as imaging and wound care.
My first outpatient appointment with the Nutrition Team became a
5-week stay in hospital as I was deemed to be on the verge of kidney
failure, have liver issues and also respiratory problems (alongside the
UC and the fistulae!).
I was initially given a central line to administer fluids, and this soon
became parenteral nutrition when it was established that I was
absorbing very little from that which I ate.
My weight had dropped from an admittedly overweight 18 ½ stone
to less than 12, and the nutrition surgeons wanted me as fit as
possible for the forthcoming surgery to correct my fistulae.
6 months of medication and PN had me fit for what was envisaged to
be major surgery. I started my career working in the operating theatres
and thought I knew what to expect, but this operation turned into a
mammoth event with me on the table for over 14 hours and, by the
time I emerged from theatre, I only had about 1.5m of small intestine
left and I had a second ileostomy to rest the new anastomosis they
had created after removing a knot of intestine that resembled one
of those elastic band balls. My consultant described my abdomen
as “hostile” and stated that she never wished to visit it again. The
operation resulted in short bowel syndrome and rapid intestinal transit.
I slowly increased my loperamide and codeine to the maximum in a
vain attempt to slow things down. COVID arrived and the intention to
reverse the temporary ileostomy was delayed for two years.
Meanwhile, I experimented with all the different ways you can have
a central line. I had four Hickmann lines (all removed following
infections even though I have excellent aseptic technique – I was
trained to scrub in the operating theatres and have set up aseptic
cleanrooms in my current role). We think my skin has been colonised
by some particularly nasty bugs! I had a couple of peripheral catheters
as temporary solutions whilst my Hickmann’s were out of action, and
now I have a Port-A-Cath which is going quite nicely (but we are only
a few weeks in, so fingers crossed).
Now I am hopefully awaiting the potential adaptation of my
remaining small intestine to see whether it will absorb nutrition. This

will take at least 6 months and may mean I will
be able to come off my parenteral nutrition. If
not, we are looking at drug therapies to improve
absorption and possibly even transplant surgery.
Meanwhile, I haven’t let these issues affect my
life too much. I haven’t been able to work, as
the PN requirements impinge too much upon
the working day at present, and the ever-present
threat of more surgery looms over me. But I
have embarked upon a number of things to
keep me occupied.
I am learning about Computer Aided Design
and have a 3D printer to make my own models.
With this I am making place name settings
and table decorations for my daughter’s
forthcoming wedding. I have turned my garage
into a workshop and have been making wooden
bird tables, garden furniture and toys. I am
redecorating the house and have a revitalised
interest in cooking. I am busier than ever.
So, my summing up is don’t let any of the barriers
ill-health places in your way stop you. There are
always opportunities round the corner and, in my
opinion, parenteral nutrition has enabled me to
do things rather than hindered me.
PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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HAN Week 2022 - continued

Montse shares her story: Monste reflects on her
2017 HAN Week story and provides an update for
HAN Week 2022. You can view her video via this link
https://youtu.be/pfpD4vmcyZM
In the archives we found the following image of Tom’s
mum Sheila, Tom, Annabel sleeping soundly in her mum
Sarah’s arms and Carolyn Wheatley on a PINNT day out in
London many years ago. A PINNT group visited the local
fire station then had a trip on a police boat on the River
Thames in London.

Transition trilogy
There are three booklets in the PINNT Transition for
young people with intestinal failure series:
•	The what, the why, the where and the how
•	Information for healthcare professionals
•	Transition guide for parents and carers supporting
young people on home parenteral nutrition
Written by Angela Cole, Clinical Nurse Specialist for
children with intestinal failure.
If you would like one free copy of each booklet or one
specific booklet, please email: comms@pinnt.com
stating your PINNT membership number and name and
address of where you would like the booklet sent.
Health professionals can order multiple copies, but we
do request a donation towardpostage and packaging
costs. Please email comms@pinnt.com for full
details or leave a telephone message with your name
and contact telephone number on Tel: 020 3004 6193.
16
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WINNER

2022

Home
Artif icial
Nutrition

Awareness Week
1 - 7 August 2022

Sarah Reynolds

My little girl, Rheagan, is three and
tube fed and nil by mouth. She’s on
continuous feeds and walks with her
funky little backpacks on all day long!
She’s such a happy little girl.

#smile competition winners
During HAN Week 2022 we held our #smile competition

We requested photos that showed members’ artificial
nutrition, a photo of your happy place, or one that made
us smile. We established this competition last year with
three winners awarded. The first-place photo being our
front cover image for the next edition of Online. All
winners receive a £25 Amazon voucher.
We are delighted to share the winners. The comments for
each image are the words from the person that shared it
with us on social media:

But this was no ordinary camp with my unit, this was my
first overnight trip on HAN and my first overnight trip with
my son! I don’t do anything by half. Knackering, due to a
clingy boy, but definitely worth it, HAN and all.
Ian Crawford, photo and posted by his wife Pat – No
exciting places yet, all pretty new to us, but anywhere is
good after 6 months in hospital. (Ian at home)

Ian Crawford

Megan Boddington – Post pandemic, post childbirth,
post-surgery, post trauma and I finally got back camping!
I am a Girlguiding Leader with the 1st Cambridge Guides
and my happy place is under canvas and the stars, cooking
on open fires, empowering young women and having a
good old sing by the campfire!

Megan Boddington

So many amazing photos were submitted, and it was truly
a difficult task to pick only three winners. The sentiment
behind each image and the touching words depict the
amazing people who receive HAN. While everyone faces
challenges, many will not be defeated or defined by
illnesses and treatments. Well done everyone.
PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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Over the last few months, the Buddies page has
been very busy.
The lovely Victoria has been doing her rock
painting and it looks like she had a great time
out on a driving day.
Aisling showed us some of the baby blankets
that she knits. They must have taken a long time
to make.

18
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Sarah is going strong with the challenge she set
herself during HAN Week. They look fab.
Emma told us how
painting helps her
to relax, and she
shared some of the
great paintings she
had done.
And that’s just
what you guys
have been doing...
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Also on the page, the Buddies have been
asking their friends to get involved with
helping them with the “To Do Lists”.
There were five lists:
1 Things you keep on saying that you
want to do but never quite get around
to doing.
2 Local places to visit.
3 Recipes to try.
4 Must watch.
5 Places to travel to.
They started debates with friends to start
conversations, and our friends did not
disappoint us. They were:
• Apple vs Android?
• Jaffa cake! Biscuit or cake?
• Marmite! Love it or hate it?
• Ghosts and aliens! Real or not?
• Pineapple on pizza?

20
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Those are just a few that you all commented on.
Celebrations included:
• Father’s Day.
• The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
• The Commonwealth Games.
• HAN Week 2022. The Buddies worked together to do a
group challenge for HAN Week. They made a calendar
that you can order now, ready for next year.
• For the Queen’s Jubilee the Buddies were invited to
the Palace for a party there and they meet the Queen
herself.
The Buddies really enjoyed meeting the Queen and were
very upset to hear of her passing. She was a lovely, sweet
and kind lady, and she will be truly missed by all.
The Buddies would like to welcome our new king, Charles
III, and can’t wait to meet him at some point (hint, hint
Your Majesty!).
We are looking forward to the next three months.

Brook

the rabbit

Morgan
the parrot

Ash

the tiger

Jessie
the fox

Sasuke

the monkey
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Update on
travelling to
Europe with
enteral feeds

PINNT’s advice remain the same:
Since our last update in Online,
Issue 2, page 20 we have no further
information to share. We appreciate
how frustrating it is for those on
enteral feeding with enteral products
when wishing to travel.
PINNT is unable to give advice as to
whether you should or should not
travel with milk-based products. What
we can do is reiterate the advice given
to us from DEFRA:
Anyone travelling should always
declare if food is being carried at the
EU borders, and there should always
be an expectation that checks will
be carried out when passing border
controls. We know checks are not
consistent, but you must be informed
and prepared if you are checked.

•	If you intend to travel to the EU and your homecare supplier usually delivers
to the holiday destination, you should check as soon as you plan to travel to
confirm their current position.
•	Ask your/your child’s usual healthcare professionals to provide you with a letter
purely dedicated to this topic. They should state your personal details, where
you are travelling to and why you have the enteral nutrition. They should
clearly state that this is medical nutrition which has been prepared, packed
and sealed commercially. We also suggest taking a copy of a prescription to
support the volume of feed you will be transporting, where it is made and
who supplies it.
•	Contact the customer support department of any travel services you have
booked to seek guidance from them.
You may find the following link useful, which provides information directly
from the EU: www.europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/travel/carry/meat-dairyanimal/index_en.htm if you would like a printed copy of the information,
please let us know.
You can find past editions of Online on the PINNT website: www.pinnt.com/
News/Newsletter-Archive.aspx you will need to log into to access this area.
If you have any problems logging in, please email Debbie via her email
dphillips@pinnt.com

Sunflower lanyard scheme
Not all disabilities are visible. Recognition of this issue led to the Hidden
Disabilities Sunflower being launched. The chosen symbol is a bright sunflower,
which indicates to others that wearers may need assistance or support. The use
of the lanyard means the wearer doesn’t have to declare anything or go out of
their way to ask for help. For example, if you are unable to wear a face covering
for health reasons during the COVID-19 pandemic, this may prove helpful to
wear when out and about to avoid potentially awkward discussions.
Visit www.hiddendisabilitiesstore.com to find out more. Please note
PINNT does not have these available for members.
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Resources for PINNT members
Travel and Holiday Guidelines:
•	Overview of the process for travel and holidays
•	Parenteral and enteral feeding
•	Holidays in the UK and abroad

Living with an enteral feeding tube:
•	An assortment of tips from fellow tube feeders
•	No clinical information shared
•	Practical ways to cope and manage ‘living’ with an enteral tube

Talking Points 1:
•	Aimed at starting a discussion with your healthcare team and the homecare company
about a potential trip or holiday
•	Practical aspects you should consider
•	General consideration points

Talking Points 2:

Top Tips Guide -

•	Purchase travel insurance ‘as soon as you book’ a trip or holiday you wish cover for!
•	Reminder about the new GHIC card
•	Consideration points to aid purchasing the right insurance policy for you and those
travelling with you

Living with an Enteral Tube
Kimberley Pett | Project coordinator

www.pinnt.com | 020 3004 6193 | comms@pinnt.com

Talking Points, part 2: insurance companies:
•	If you need travel insurance and do not
know which company to try, PINNT is
happy to share a list of potential companies
•	PINNT acknowledges that it is not a
comprehensive list of companies who
will cover conditions which necessitate
artificial feeding

Virtual Nutrition Team
Guidance (VNT), Your
www.pinnt.com
questions answers:

Celebrated 30 years in 2017

Talking Travel
Points
2
Insurance

www.pinnt.com | 020 3004 6193 | comms@pinnt.com

Swimming and other recreational water-based activities with an intravenous catheter or
an enteral feeding tube:

Virtual Nutrition Team
(VNT) Guidance
Your questions answered

Swimming and other recreational water-based
activities with an intravenous catheter or an
enteral feeding tube.

www.pinnt.com | 020 3004 6193 | comms@pinnt.com

•	Produced by our multi-disciplinary team of healthcare professionals. PINNT trustees
and committee members are not able to recommend nor encourage swimming due to
individual clinical needs of members
•	All water-based activities carry the potential for infection, where there is a clinical
impact a clinical conversation is required
•	Overview of what products are available to support people
These plus more which are featured throughout the newsletter are available to for you as
part of your membership. For any of the above, please do the following:
Send the following information to Rachel via support@pinnt.com along with your full
name, full address and PINNT membership number to request copies. Currently they are
being sent as printed material to use the stock we have.
If you wish to request copies by phone, please telephone us on 020 3004 6193 and have
the names of the resources you require along with your full name, address and PINNT
membership number.
PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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Survey feedback
Sharing the first few questions we addressed in our survey for HAN Week and our 35th Anniversary. It was not intended
to be an in-depth survey; we may look to do one later in 2023. The responses were collated into key points. Thanks to
everyone who commented, we shared these during HAN Week.
What do you consider as the positive
aspects of your treatment?

What do you wish you had known
at the start of their treatment?

•	Keeps me alive/provides nourishment, hydration
& energy
•	Gives me independence
•	Reduces my symptoms

•	Likely to be long-term; adjusting might have been easier
•	More ‘how to’ info: manage feeding times, deal
with leaks, infections & granulations, avoid being
overwhelmed when they occur
•	What to do when those you’re meant to contact are
not available

What do you consider as the negative
aspects of your treatment?
•	Line infections, site infections, needing hospital
treatment for complications
•	Loss of independence and freedom, living within
permanent restrictions
•	Feeling isolated, alone and loss of a social life
What would you tell someone new
to home artificial nutrition?
•	Take it one day at a time, allow yourself time to adjust
and be patient/kind with yourself
•	Try to build a routine, create stability
•	Look for peer-support, you are not alone
•	You will continue to learn and adapt to HAN as time
goes by, it won’t all fall into place at once
•	Ask lots of questions, repeatedly if necessary!

How do you feel about providing the
support you do to the person on HAN?
•	Happy to do it, although it does restrict the other things
I am able to do
•	Can be a little overwhelming, but we get used to it
•	It would be nice if someone asked me how I am coping
or feeling
Key messages from PINNT members
•	We need a standard approach to homecare for
enteral patients
•	When people on HAN are admitted consider their
inability to eat/drink, listen & support them
•	Think mental health as well as nutritional needs
•	Review plastic usage & wastage; sustainability

Living with Artificial Nutrition booklet
Have you requested your copy of the booklet
‘Living with Artificial Nutrition’ yet?
It addresses important issues such as sex
and relationships, low self-esteem, and the
emotional impact of living with artificial
nutrition. It is a highly recommended read for
anyone on artificial nutrition and for those
who care for someone who has HAN. Everyone
living with artificial nutrition will have their own
experiences but it’s amazing how many issues
and experiences are common amongst users.
PINNT members can request one free copy of
this booklet by emailing comms@pinnt.com
When making your request
please include:
• Your full name
• Your PINNT membership number
• Your full postal address
PINNT is now accepting requests from centres
or hospitals who may wish to order bulk copies
of the booklet. Full information can be found
via this link www.bit.ly/2Kcz8Lg
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Help to adapt
to change

Adjusting to life on artificial nutrition can be challenging. Many aspects of
the world around us are centred around food and drink – friends meet up
over coffee, religious festivals such as Christmas have traditional meals,
food adverts are plastered over the television when you’re trying to enjoy
your favourite programme, work events take place over drinks. It’s hard
to ignore. Not to mention trying to adapt to changes to your routine and
lifestyle, dealing with unpleasant symptoms or feeling hungry, or worrying
about risks of sepsis. It can be a lot to take on and however hard they try
family and friends around you may never fully understand what you are
going through. I found that although my hospital team were fantastic
with the practicalities, they were not so able to offer support with the
emotional aspects of starting artificial nutrition – and I think this quite a
common experience.
I found that NHS support was offered only if they felt you were
experiencing either depression or anxiety (and even then only 6 weeks),
neither of which felt relevant to me. Therefore, I sought support through
an organisation called Spokz People. Spokz People is ideal for me as it
is specifically targeted at those with health conditions or disabilities and
so has a real understanding of the kind of challenges I face day to day. It
consists of two key parts: a wellbeing programme written by a qualified
therapist, consisting of written text, videos and exercises which you
can work through at your own pace; and a community with the other
members consisting of a forum, messaging and weekly online meetings
led by a therapist. There is also a buddy system where you can buddy
up with another member to work through the programme and support
each other. This has been beneficial for me as, being tailored to health
conditions, it has been much more relevant to my needs than the generic
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) type courses I have been directed
to previously and really identifies the kind of issues that arise through
chronic illnesses. The community aspects mean you can discuss and
interact with people going through similar problems and share advice
and ideas and feel less alone in what you are going through. I personally
have always found one to one therapy very challenging as I find it very
hard to talk about how I’m finding things. This kind of group discussion
gives me the opportunity to think about and explore my situation by
listening to others’ experiences, without having to find the words for my
own feelings. Mel who leads the group is a positive person and so even

though we are often talking about things that
we find difficult; the mood is always positive and
fun and I come out feeling I’ve had a great time
(something I’ve never found with previous therapy)
and I look forward to it each week. It’s really
good being able to work through a programme
at your own pace but have the support of others
to motivate you and support you along the way. I
wasn’t sure about this before I started, but I would
100% recommend this to anyone who is finding
the transition to artificial nutrition (or any other
aspect of their condition) challenging.

Kim
PINNT recognises the need for support, we also
realise the level of support differs around the
country. In an ideal world it should be part of the
clinical care, for some people it does. We know that
many gain support from others in similar positions
but often need a higher level of support than PINNT
can facilitate. This should be provided by qualified
people and while seeking to find options for
members, we have been talking to Spokz People
as mentioned about in the above feature. One size
will not fit all, people will need to find a platform
or support that meets their personal needs. If the
feature above has struck a chord with you, have a
look at their website www.spkzpeople.org.uk –
if it interests you find out more about joining via
www.spokzpeople.org.uk/register/ if you wish
to join but face any obstacles, please let us know
and we will endeavour to help members.
PINNT Online Newsletter - Issue 3 - 2022
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Your Letters
Dear PINNT
Many thanks for the VNT Guidance. The booklet
was interesting to read. I have been swimming
in my local pool for the past 16 years. Swimming
has always been a passion of mine, needing a
central line was initially seen as the one thing
that would curb swimming and I spoke in depth
to my nutrition team about this. I needed them
to appreciate what this meant to me and if there
was any possibility we could find a way for it
to continue. We came up with a plan, once I
had been home for six months swimming was
permitted and I followed all the advice they
gave me. What waterproof dressing to use and
what to do once I got out the pool in terms of
a dressing change and then a connector change
that evening. My initial concerns about people
either staring at me or being fearful of what they
could see on my chest were overcome when I
spoke to the team at the pool. I provided them
with a short information sheet about what my
central line was, what it is used for and why it’s
covered. Apparently a couple of people did raise
concerns about me being in the pool, but once
they read the information they were fine, very
accepting of my need to swim like others at the
pool. I have never felt the need to change the
way I do things; it never crossed my head not to
use a public pool. The product I use works and
people are very accepting of me and my tube.
The information in the VNT guidance very much
reflects what my team told me initially. Sharing

this to highlight that swimming can be safe, it’s not for everyone by
personal choice or clinical reasons and local facilities are safe if the
protocols are followed. Always talk to your own nutrition team or
healthcare professionals so they can give advice specific to your needs.
Miles

Dear PINNT
Well done for an amazing HAN Week 2022. Reading the
#thisisme posters and the daily stories gave me an enormous
sense of community. I learnt so much about other people, their
medical conditions and feeding, for me it was such an education.
What stood out for me were the personal achievements; those
in similar situations can possibly appreciate the effort many of us
make daily. Many of us live difficult but fulfilling lives while juggling
conditions and treatments, yes we can do many things and many
people do, I feel proud to part of a community that is inclusive
about everyone’s abilities and personal achievements.
Emily

Dear PINNT
Many thanks for the wonderful resources I received in the post. I have
been out on the odd occasion while connected to my feed but the
last time I did I was questioned about it and I felt uneasy. Recently I
ventured out walking a little taller knowing I had my PINNT Medical
Tag on my rucksack for reassurance. Both the medical tag and
hashtag (#verfiy) give me confidence, thanks PINNT!
Jonny

Oops I just can’t wait!
Before you go out do you find yourself worrying about
where the nearest loo will be… and feel that you can’t
relax and enjoy yourself without knowing? Many HAN
users feel concerned about this – so, be assured you are
not alone. Although PINNT does not yet have its own card
we can recommend one that is free when ordered from
the Bowel and Bladder Community website. The card gives
discreet but clear information informing others that you are
unable to wait to use the toilet facilities. You can obtain
one online by simply filling in a few details. Please read all
the information about the card carefully when applying
online. Visit:
www.bladderandbowel.org/help-information/just-cant-wait-card
The card can now be requested to download and
saved on your phone, you must apply directly to
the Bowel and Bladder Community website.
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NEW PINNT Medical
Tag - #verify
PINNT’s Medical Tag was designed to aid people when out and
about; it’s not just for airports – it’s for use in lots of public
places to provide added verification that the pump is medical
equipment. We are delighted that our new PINNT Medical
Tag is now available to all members who wish to order one
for their rucksack.
It has been updated thanks to the feedback provided by
members. We have taken all the comments on board. Please
note that the previous medical tag is still valid and will still allow
anyone to verify our medical equipment via the QR code or log
in details.
You will receive: 1 Medical Tag, 1 Medical Tag card and a
covering letter for your information.
Applications can be made by: Email: comms@pinnt.com or
write to PINNT, PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS.
Please include:
• Your full name
• Address including your postcode
• A contact telephone number
• Your PINNT membership number
The Medical Tag will not eliminate the need for you to verbally
explain what condition you have, why you need it and what’s
in your rucksack. It has not been designed to dispense with any
supporting letters you usually have when travelling, especially
through an airport or departure port. Its intended use is to
‘verify’ what you’re saying – you are carrying genuine
medical equipment.

This will be an exclusive offer for PINNT
members, and the Medical Tag will not be
available via any other source or sponsor.
For those who have been patiently waiting
for the Medical Tag, thank you for bearing with
us and you will be receiving this as a matter of
priority. Hopefully you already have it.

Donations
Thank you for all your thoughtful donations.
These come in different ways: general donations,
special events, in memory of loved ones as well
as regular donations received directly into the
bank. We are sincerely grateful for every
donation we receive.
Ways to donate to PINNT:
• Send a cheque made payable to PINNT,
to: PINNT, PO Box 3126, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 2XS (please put a note in
stating that it is a donation)
• Via PayPal www.pinnt.com/Donate-Options/
Paypal-Donation-and-Payments.aspx
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PINNT groups are back!
It gives us great pleasure to be announcing dates and locations for some of our PINNT meetings starting back
up following recent events.
Leicester Group:
1st October 2022. Apologies as we did not get the newsletter out in time to share. We did contact members directly who
may have been interested.
Nottingham Group:
When: 9th November 2022.
Where: The Westdale Lane Community Centre, Mapperley, Nottingham, NG3 6ES.
Time: 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm
Free parking is available at the venue.
For more information or to notify the PINNT Ambassadors of your attendance, please contact Janet Darby via email on
jdaryb@pinnt.com or telephone Janet on 0758 385 4091.
We appreciate some people may still be a little nervous about joining a group event. We will respect any precautions you
wish to take and face covering are welcomed for those wishing to wear one.

New PINNT group
Hi everyone, I’m Emma and I am on home parenteral nutrition (HPN).
When I first started on this chapter of my life I, like many of us, was
unsure and anxious about this new way of nutrition. My nutrition
nurse signposted me to PINNT, and I thought why not join a support
group to meet other people in a similar situation.
I enquired about a group in my area, but unfortunately there wasn’t
one, so after some thinking and planning I thought I would set one
up. With help from Nicola, an HPN patient, and Brian, her husband, I
have started to organise this, and, over the next few months, we will
be setting up a PINNT group based in and around the Norfolk and
Norwich University Hospital area.
We aim to take small steps to set up the group, and we would love
to hear from you if you would like to come along and share your
experiences with us.
If you would like to know more, please email us via nandn@pinnt.com.

Fundraising
Did you know that PINNT operates entirely on donations? Without your
valuable donations and fundraising events PINNT would stop slowly and would
not be able to provide its ever-evolving service to our members. We welcome
fundraising ideas and suggestions from our members.
Thanks to the fundraising events that have been organised via social media
platforms to support PINNT – a birthday celebration, head shaving, and direct
donations have been warmly received. It is lovely when people decide that
we should benefit from their efforts or special occasions. So please do keep
supporting PINNT so that we can continue to support you!
PINNT produces a flyer that provides a little more information about fundraising
if you would like a free copy. Please email: comms@pinnt.com
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Give as you Live®
PINNT is now using Give as you Live® as our
platform to allow people to fundraise or donate
to PINNT. Give as you Live® allows people to
support PINNT through everyday online and
in-store shopping, as well as making direct
donation and creating fundraising event pages.
There are three ways to support PINNT:
Give as you Live® Donate: You can set
up a fundraising page to collect donations
for an event you have set up or a personal
challenge. Direct debits can be set up
for regular donations by an individual.
https://donate.giveasyoulive.com
Give as you Live® Instore: Fundraising
isn’t just limited to online shopping! You can
purchase Instore cards for a wide range of
stores including supermarkets, meaning that
donations can be made to PINNT every time
you shop! How it works: pre-load your
grocery store card ready for your next instore supermarket shop at Sainsbury’s, ASDA,
Morrisons, Waitrose & Partners or Marks &
Spencer. You’ll raise free funds every time you
top-up! https://instore.giveasyoulive.com

Help raise
free funds
for us!

Generate free donations
every time you shop online
www.giveasyoulive.com/join/pinnt

Simply visit the above link to get started

Give as you Live® Online: You can donate
to PINNT when shopping online at over 5,500
retailers, simply by shopping via the Give as
you Live® Online website, iOS app or Donation
Reminder. https://www.giveasyoulive.com
PINNT is registered on the platform so you can
donate or fundraise for PINNT for a special event,
a one-off donation or purely by doing your usual
shopping. Please share this with family and
friends, we would truly value their support.

Amazon Smile now
available on the app…

AmazonSmile is run by Amazon and offers all the same products at
the same prices, but as you shop the AmazonSmile Foundation will
donate to the charity of your choice (it will be a percentage of the
money you spend on your shopping). It doesn’t cost you a penny but
will really help PINNT out – so if you do shop with Amazon, please
consider swapping to AmazonSmile and choosing PINNT as your
beneficiary. www.smile.amazon.co.uk
You can now support PINNT by using the AmazonSmile app on
your iPhone and Android phones. Find out more by visiting:
www.amazon.co.uk/b?node=17337655031
Thank you to all those people who support PINNT by selecting
us as their charity when shopping with Amazon. AmazonSmile
is now available on the app: to find out more visit:
https://amzn.to/3uyKY7s

Thank you to everyone who has selected PINNT via AmazonSmile. We receive quarterly payments which truly
help PINNT and we are enormously thankful for your support.
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Parenteral (PN/HPN) SAFETY poster
You can claim your FREE poster as a
PINNT member.
Designed for all HPN/TPN adults
who go into hospital, to address key
questions about your treatment and
care plans. We have asked parents
to review this, so we can produce
a poster for children if there is a
need and input from families.
Request your poster now.
Email: comms@pinnt.com
or write to: PINNT, PO Box 3126,
Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS.
You will need to give:
• Your name
• Full postal address
• Membership number
The poster has been endorsed by:
• NNNG - National Nurses
Nutrition Group
• NIVAS - National Infusion and
Vascular Access Society
• ANTT - Aseptic Non-Touch Technique
• PINNT - Support and advocacy for
people on home artificial nutrition
Further copies can be
purchased directly from PINNT
via support@pinnt.com

Congratulations to our PINNT Prize Pot winners!
2nd draw, June 2022
1st Prize; No 041 – Pamela Jones - £61.50

2nd Prize; No 076 – Anna Shepard - £36.90

3rd Prize; No 014 – Lisa Jackson - £24.60

Celebrated 30 years in 2017
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Phone: 020 3004 6193
Email: comms@pinnt.com
Website: www.pinnt.com
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PPP
winners
June
2022 draw
We are delighted to share the winners
of the June 2022 draw of our PINNT
Prize Post (PPP) Club.

For any questions relating to PINNT’s
PPP, please contact us by email at
comms@pinnt.com

PINNT Restaurant Card
All PINNT members can claim a FREE Restaurant Card – our new card was launched during HAN Week 2021.

Can you eat a small amount, but usually pay the full price for a meal when
you are out? The card is for you to use in restaurants, cafés and bars and
other eating venues if you are unable to eat a full portion. You should
show it to serving staff who, it is hoped, will read, and understand
your request, and allow you to either:
•
•
•
•
•

Share a portion
Share a meal with someone in the group
Order a small portion
Order from the children’s menu (for adults)
Support the individual’s needs to have their
medical nutrition if required while socialising

This will avoid the need for you to give
a lengthy and complicated explanation
of your dietary restrictions. It will also
enable you to participate in the meal
without incurring the full cost of a
meal that you may be unable to eat.
Please note that this card does not
guarantee you co-operation at any
eating venue; any co-operation will
be solely at the eatery’s discretion.
If you would like PINNT to
send you a card, please email
comms@pinnt.com and put
‘Restaurant Card’ in the subject
box. You can also telephone
anyone listed on the back cover.

PINNT Partner Corporate
Members 2022
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FOLLOW US ON:
TWITTER
@PINNTcharity
INSTAGRAM
@PINNTcharity
FACEBOOK
@PINNTcharity
Please follow us and
ask your friends too

CONTACT US

PINNT Ambassadors

Executive Officers
General Secretary
Steve Brown
07500 871547
Email: sbrown@pinnt.com

Leicester:
Phil Roberts
Email: Hens@Inds.nhs.uk
Tel: 0116 222 7161

South East:
Rhian Howells
Email: rhian.howells@berkshire.nhs.uk
Tel: 01635 273710

North West:
Liz Taylor
Email: ltaylor@pinnt.com
Tel: 07801 650067

Bristol:
Julie Barker
Email: j.barker2@nhs.net
Tel: 0117 3427515

South Wales:
Paul Phillips
Tel: 07802 429872

East Yorkshire and
Humberside (HPN Only):
Philippa Macelhinney
Email: philippa.macelhinney@hey.nhs.uk
Tel: 07827 937025

Chair
Carolyn Wheatley
01202 481625
Email: cwheatley@pinnt.com
Online
PO Box 3126, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 2XS
Email: info@pinnt.com
Telephone: 020 3004 6193
PINNT
PO Box 3126, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 2XS
Email: info@pinnt.com
Website: www.pinnt.com
VNT – Virtual
Nutrition Team
Email: VNT@pinnt.com

South West:
Jane Gagg
Email: jane.gagg@nhs.net
Tel: 01803 654951
Georgie Adams
Email: gadams1@nhs.net
Tel: 01392 404635
Lisa Cripps
Email: lisa.cripps@nhs.net
Tel: 01752 432562
Birmingham:
Gaynor Morgan
Email: gmorgan@pinnt.com

Nottinghamshire:
Janet Darby
Email: jdarby@pinnt.com
Tel: 07583 854091
PINNT Durham children’s
tube feeding group:
Amy Martin
Email: amartin@pinnt.com
Norfolk and Norwich:
Emma Trindall, Nicola and Brian McLellan
Email: nandn@pinnt.com

Please contact us for information, support or just a chat.
No content from Online can be shared on social media without the consent of PINNT trustees. We operate an
official ‘Right to Reproduce’ process. To seek approval, which will require completion of a simple form, please
contact us: comms@pinnt.com
EDITING: All contributions for Online will be acknowledged upon receipt by PINNT.
Due to space constraints, and in the interests of clarity, all articles and letters will be edited where necessary. Authors may approve final
copy prior to printing where significant changes may have been made. The Editor’s decision is final. All copyright is owned by the charity.
DISCLAIMER: PINNT has made every reasonable effort to ensure that the content of this newsletter is accurate but accepts no
responsibility for any errors or omissions. The views expressed are not necessarily those of PINNT and no reference to any product
or service is intended as a recommendation or endorsement. You should always seek advice from your own team of healthcare
professionals in relation to your specific needs/treatment.

Don’t forget to log on to the PINNT website where you can access all kinds of PINNT information, some
of which is available to download. You can also find the newsletter archive in the members area.

| www.pinnt.com

